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Section 1.8  
 Paragraphs have been added more fully describing the administrative interface. The interface 

should display the result code, reason and description fields when a record fails to upload.   

 Paragraphs have been added explaining the contents of each field in the case of an error and 

providing an example. In the case of error, the result code will be either 1001 or 1002; the reason 

code will display the name of the field that failed validation; the description field will list the ID of 

the client whose record failed to upload as well as provide a human readable explanation of the 

problem with the field named in reason.  

 A paragraph has been added referring the reader to sections 2.1 and 2.2 for further reading.  
 
  

 

Section 2.1  
Several fields defined in the XML schema have been further defined through the addition of validation 

rules:  

 
 cliendId: validation rules were added: if clientId is all numbers, it must be > 0; if it is a string, it 

must not be empty  

 program_EnrollmentId: validation rules were added: if program_enrollmentId is all numbers, it 

must be > 0; if it is a string, it must not be empty  

 fc_Id: validation rules were added: fc_Id must match an item from the list of functional centre IDs 

as published by the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care  

 fc_admissionDate: validation rules were added: fc_admissionDate must be a valid date and must 

be equal to the date of the submission or earlier (cannot be a future date)  

 
  

 

Section 2.2  
 A table has been added displaying the numeric values and meanings that may be passed through 

the resultCode field.   

 Paragraphs have been added explaining how the information contained in the resultCode, reason 

and description fields may be helpful for troubleshooting by vendor and HSP and referring the 

reader to section 1.8 for further reading.  
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